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Abstract 
User Interface for Pipe Network Program 
Istvan Lippai, Member, ASCE1 
The importance of providing proper user interfaces for 
computer solutions to engineering problems is not always 
recognized. Without a proper user interface, even the 
best engineering program is of lesser value to the 
practicing professional. Training courses are regularly 
offered for some of the better known programs where a 
significant amount of time is spent learning the data 
input functions of the program. This paper discusses a 
programming technique using doubly linked lists (DLL) and 
data transfer that can result in the development of 
effective user interfaces. 
Introduction 
The data structure selected for the user interface 
determines how much memory is needed to load and use the 
program and how the data can be displayed and managed on 
the screen. The development of optimum data structures 
requiring minimal memory for data is important for 
programs that require large data bases. Since it is 
easier to manage optimum data structures than poorly 
designed data structures, the use of optimum data 
structures is suggested for all applications. An optimum 
data structure contains no more information than necessary 
to display its contents on the screen. This paper 
discusses several user interfaces that use complex data 
structures, memory management, error checking, and screen 
display design to reduce the amount of time required to 
learn and use the associated engineering programs. The 
primary example is a user interface called KYDATA. KYDATA 
can be used to generate a data file for a pipe network 
analysis program designed by Wood (1973). 
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User Interface Design Principles 
What constitutes a proper user interface is the subject 
of much debate. The minimum requirements for a proper 
user interface seem to advance with improvements in 
computer hardware. According to Dumas (1988) a proper 
user interface should meet these criteria: 
* Address the user's level of skill and experience. 
* Be consistent. 
* Protect the user from the inner workings of the 
hardware and software. 
* Provide online documentation. 
* Minimize the burden on the user's memory. 
* Follow the principles of good graphics design. 
The above criteria may be implemented by different 
programmers to suit their style and ability. A proper 
user interface may be more complex or less complex than 
the user interfaces discussed in this paper. The user 
interface should be robust and respond to incorrect 
entries with appropriate error messages. The programs 
discussed here demonstrate the application of user 
interface criteria established by Dumas. 
Hydraulic Series 
The solution of pressure and gravity pipe flow, and 
trapezoidal channel flow problems require a small number 
of data entry items. Finken and Lippai (1988) 
experimented with various data structures and found no 
significant difference in programming effort required for 
small data bases. The data structure for containing all 
the information needed to store the value of the data, 
display the data and change the string representing the 
data was defined using the Pascal data type record: 
DataType record 
DataValue : real; 
DataString : string[DataSize]; 
CharColor, BackgrndColor : black .. white; 
NumberOfCharacters : O •• Datasize; 
CursorLocation: 1 .. Datasize; 
HorizontaLocation: 1 .. 80; 
VerticaLocation : 1 •. 24; 
end; 
The only value required by the engineering software 
computations is DataValue. The other values in the record 
are required for the user interface but consume 
significant additional memory. For the hydraulic series 
program this did not present a problem. 
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Pump Selection Program 
The pump selection program requires a lot more data than 
the hydraulic series program. The record used above was 
adapted and used for a data structure of doubly linked 
lists. DLLs allow the design of input screens to view and 
work with selected portions of the data base. The nodes 
of the doubly linked list are connected by pointers that 
point to the previous and the next node: 
PointerType = ANodeType; 
NodeType = record 
Dataltem1, Dataltem2, etc. : DataType; 
Previous, Next : PointerType; 
end; 
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Figure 1. DLL Data Structure and Screen Display 
Dynamic allocation of memory as each node is entered 
permits the development of DLLs to fit the specific needs 
of the job. The memory required for each node was 
acceptable. However, for larger data bases, the above 
data structure would resul t in increased memory 
requirement. Separate specific coding is required to 
manipulate each variation of Dataltem. 
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Data structure for KYDATA 
KYDATA is a user interface for a pipe network analysis 
program called KYPIPEF. KYPIPEF is a FORTRAN program 
designed by Wood. KYPIPEF uses a strictly formatted data 
file. For a large data base, the above data structure 
requires an excessive amount of memory. A general data 
structure capable of managing real, integer, string, or 
single character types was written in the C language: 
struct FieldStruct 
{ 
char DataString[81], 
VerticaLocation, HorizontaLocation, 
BackgroundColor, CharacterColor, 
FieldLength, StringLength, 
CursorLocation, 
HaveDot, 
FieldNumber, 
GiveHelp, 
Misc; 
KYField; 
The purpose of the field structure is to accept data from 
the data base, display and manage the data on the screen, 
and return the data to the data base. This permits the 
construction of optimum data structures. Coding for 
character entry, deletion, etc. for KYField eliminates the 
need for separate coding for each different DataItem type. 
A decimal value is stored as a float and a character: 
struct Floatstruct 
{ 
float DataValue; 
char DecimaLocation; 
} ; 
DecimaLocation permits the conversion of DataValue to a 
string and its transfer to KYField. 
A data structure for a junction node meeting the 
specifications of KYPIPEF was constructed as follows: 
struct JunctionNodeStruct 
{ 
char BackgroundColor, InOutFlow, Included, Visited; 
int RecordNumber, JunctionNodeNum, ConnectingPipes[lO]i 
struct FloatStruct Demand, Elevation; 
struct JunctionNodeStruct *Up, *Dn; 
} *NodePointer[4]; 
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The four element array of pointers facilitate the 
addition, deletion, display, and change of elements in the 
DLL. Similar data structures were constructed for pipes, 
pressure regulating valves, storage tanks, pressure 
switches, etc. KYPIPEF changes require very complex data 
structures. In addition to elements of character, integer 
and float type, each change may hold a change label, 
j unction node demand changes, tank in-outflow changes, 
pipe open-closed status changes, fixed grade node changes 
and other pipe parameter changes. Changes were organized 
into DLLs of DLLs: 
struct ChangeStruct 
{ 
char RoughnessKey, LabelKey, GoodChange; 
int ChangeNumber, DemandChanges, TankFlowChanges, 
FixedGradeChanges, OtherPipeChanges; 
struct FloatStruct StartTime, TimeInterval, 
GlobalDemandFactor, GlobalRoughnessFactor; 
struct LabelStruct *LabelPointer; 
struct DemandStruct *DemandPointer[4]; 
struct InOutFlowStruct *InoutFlowPointer[4]; 
struct PipeStatusstruct *PipeStatusPointer[4]; 
struct FixedGradeStruct *FixedGradePointer[4]; 
struct OtherPipeStruct *OtherPipePointer[4]; 
struct ChangeStruct *Up, *Dn; 
} *ChangePointer[2]; 
The above data structure provides for optimum dynamic 
memory allocation as data is entered for each change. 
Data Transfer 
As the cursor is moved from the current field to the 
next field a) data is transferred from KYField to the data 
structure element corresponding to the current field and 
b) data is transferred to KYField from the data structure 
element corresponding to the next field. Data transfer 
eliminates the need for separate code for each DataItem 
variation. 
Transfer node number to KYField: 
if (KYField.FieldNumber==l) 
{ 
} 
KYField.HorizontaLocation=l; 
KYField.Datasize=4; 
itoa(NodePointer[3]->NodeNum,KYField.DataString,lO) ; 
if (NodePointer[3]->NodeNum>O) 
KYField.NumberOfCharacters=strlen(KYField.DataString); 
else KYField.NumberOfCharacters=O; 
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Error Checking 
The lists generated for pipes, nodes, etc. are scanned 
each time a new entry is made for compatibility with data 
already entered • Comprehensive error checking of the 
entire data base is performed when a data file is loaded 
into memory, saved to a file, or the error checking 
command is invoked. 
Online Documentation 
context sensitive help is provided from anywhere in the 
program. KYField permits the display and data entry using 
the current field anywhere on the screen. This means that 
data can be entered from any help screen. This is 
especially helpful for values that are hard to remember 
such as the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 
Overlays 
The user interface functions for the numerous data 
types resulted in a large program. The program was 
separated into several overlay files to produce a program 
that could be loaded into 640K RAM and still have 
sufficient memory left for data. Since only one pipe 
network data type needs to be accessed at anyone time, 
each pipe network data type was coded into a separate 
overlay file. File saving, file loading, comprehensive 
data checking, printing, etc. were also separated into 
separate overlay files. 
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